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Q1: Answer the following questions in about 40-50 words each. 
 
1. Where is the brook? 

2. Why is B. Wordsworth’s answer to the policeman’s question funny? 

3. How does the poet create the impression of a moving train? 

4. List the qualities which ‘ make a man’ according to the poet? 

5. What are Sir Ralph’s feelings before his end comes? 

6. In what way was the Inchcape bell important to mariners? 

7. How does Viola play the captain a compliment? 

8. Why does the poet call triumph and disaster impostors? 

9. According to B.Wordsworth give  as a reason for travelling about? 

10. What are the droplets of water with the moon’s light on them compared to? 

 

Q2: Paraphrase the following stanza. 

If you can keep your head when all about you 

Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 

But make allowance for their doubting too, 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 

Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies, 

Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, 

And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise. 
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Q1: Write the summary of “ The Inchcape Rock”. 

 

Q2: Write a paragraph on “ setting right priorities in life”. 

 

Q3. Write the theme of “If”. 

 

Q4: Write a letter to your sister congratulating her on her success in examination. 

 

Q5: Write “synonyms” for the following words. 

 

Perilous   steady  elation  frantic  tidily  glory 

 

Slender  loath  barren  negotiate 

 

Q6: Write “antonyms” for the following words 

 

Perilous   steady  elation  frantic  tidily 

 

Q7: Choose the correct prefix “mis or dis”. 

 

Behave believe trust  manage obey  approve infect    

 

spend   fortune  spelling 
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Q8:Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives or nouns formed from the name of the country given in brackets. 

a- In the country of -----------------------the----------------------speak--------------------------- (Greece) 

b- ------------------ are good table-tennis players. (China) 

c- A----------------- gentleman from ------------------- brought me some ---------------------- pastry. 

    The ----------------- make very tasty pastry. (Denmark) 

d- An------------------- from Cork in Ireland told me that ----------------- like potatoes, especially  

    ----------------------potatoes. (Ireland)  

Q9:Rewrite the following so that each contains an adverb clause of reason.   

e- The train have been cancelled because of the strike.     

f- She was given the job after passing the test.    

g- I shouted at the driver for driving carelessly. 

h- Her leg being broken, she could not take part in the play. 

Q10: Change the adverb phrase of purpose into adverb clauses of the same kind. 

i- They spoke softly not to wake the child.  

j- You must eat well not to feel hungry.  


